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Emperor selected 4 princes as the heir of his empire, but 3 of them didn’t 
succeed in inheriting the throne. The fact discloses the frequent political changes in 
the court. The author wants to explore the mysteries of the crown princes being 
selected and then abolished, to explain the political change in the dominating level. 
Therefore, the thesis is divided into below 4 parts: 
The political background of Emperor Gao Zong selecting and abolishing his first heir Li 
Zhong with the focus on the conflicts between Emperor Gao Zong and Zhangsun Wuji. Following 
the fall of Zhangsun Wuji and his fellows, Li Zhong was de-crowned. But the weird behavior of Li 
Zhong in his late years can be explained in two ways: a. Li Zhong was mentally disordered due to 
the massive pressure from Queen Wu Ze Tian; b. It’s rumour made by Queen Wu Ze Tian to 
damage Li Zhong politically.  
The second part begins from the introduction of Prince Li Hong with the emphasis on the 
death of him. Li Hong’s death is a historic mystery. The author believes that he died from an 
uncurable disease which bothered him since he was young—tuberculosis, added with his busy 
arrangement on governing the empire and the pressure from his mum. As for Queen Wu poisoned 
Li Hong, the author believes that it was a story made up by Ou Yang Xiu when he compiled New 
Tang History, due to his hatred to Wu Ze Tian. In this historic period, Emperor Gao Zong was in 
health trouble. The possibility of the identification of throne heir showed up. Thus the fightings in 
the ruling party got fierce. The conflict between Queen Wu and the prince reflects the political 
fights. But from the tribute written by Emperor Gao Zong to the prince, he still dominated the 
government.  
The third Crown Prince Li Xian showed massive political imperitus when he assumed the 
post. He and his group used the annotation of Latter Han History to allude his mum’s influence in 
the power. Author would like to clarify that Li Xian’s biological mother is Queen Wu, not Duchess 
Han as the rumour goes. At last, about the death of Li Xian, the author reckons that Li Xian was 
killed by Qiu Shen Ji, but Queen Wu was behind the plot. The abolition of Li Xian was decided by 
Queen Wu.  















crown to his descendents. Thus, Emperor Gao Zong built a strong team to assist him to fortify his 
throne. But the weakest part hidden in the foundation of the building, the strong bureaucratic team 
would not rely on Li Dan, added by the experience gained by Queen Wu in Luo Yang. Emperor 
Gao Zong hoped to move back to Chang An to fortify Li Dan’s position as the next emperor. 
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